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North Iceland

ʉncharted lines
Exploring Iceland's couloirs

Finding uncharted lines in between volcanoes and skiing down

to the sea.

For this ski touring adventure, we take full advantage of the

breathtaking variety of Icelandic mountain scenery. 

To find lines that fit our skiing style, we are betting on the

Westfjords peninsula and Troll peninsula in the North of

Iceland. With every peak, the skiing objective gets more

challenging and, at the same time, more rewarding. 

All this encapsulated in a ten days adventure with our pulkas,

skis and expedition tent.

Ski you later, Iceland.
FJORD OF ICES, LAND OF VOLCANOES
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Westfjords


Hreppsendasúlur, Dalvík

Lambahnjúkur,Sveitarfélagið Skagafjörður

Vedrarárfjall, Westfjords

Sauratindar, Westfjords, Ísafjörður

What is needed ?

2-3 pulkas

Expedition tent

Extreme cold camping gear

(mattress, down sleeping bag,...)

Ski equipment

Video equipment

Food N-E peak next to Audnahyrna, Fjarðabyggð

No name peak, Lambahnjúkur

5h-6h
transit

6h transit

From Reykjavík, we rent a mini-bus to head towards the

Westfjords (5h transit), where we've spotted a few uncharted

couloirs. With our pulkas, touring and camping equipment,

we can reach remote places inaccessible by car otherwise.

We move then to the North of Iceland (6h transit),

where the ski area of Siglufjörður will be a starting

point for many more lines that we want to draw. 

A few of those will require to establishing base

camps before reaching them after 1-2 days of

touring.

A total of 10 days of skiing where we want to

take the most out of Iceland's hidden gems.



The team
MEET THE SKIERS

Life is too short to ski boring

mountains

Andreas

NORTH OF ICELAND, CREDITS: LOÏC ISLIKER, PAUL DE GROOT 

Anastasia John Michiel
Born with skis, this guy is

hitting slopes harder than

an icebreaker. No

mountains is too steep for

him. Born ready.

Want to know more?
johndewasseige@me.com

Being a firefighter and

mountain climber, who could

think of a better combo to ski

Iceland?! Always getting

sparkles in the eyes when it

talks about mountains. 

True adventurer and

explorer, you know you can

always call John if you want

to mess around with

mountains...He's never too

far from them...

Got addicted to skiing when

he was young, and since

then, cannot stop cruising

through that white powder

apparently.


